In this paper a micromechanical approach to damage growth in graphrepresentable microstructures is presented. Damage is denned as an elasticinelastic transition in the grain boundaries and is represented in terms of a binary or ternary random field Z on the graph. A method based on the percolation theory brings out the size effects in scatter of strength, and the fractal character of damage geometry, and thus provides a basis for a multifractal model of a range of damage phenomena. The Markov property of field Z leads to a description of Z in terms of Gibbs probability measures and establishes a link between the entropy of disorder of Z and the physical entropy of damage in the ensemble of material specimens. Derivation of stochastic constitutive laws is outlined using the formalism of free energy and the dissipation function extended to random media.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the early work on damage mechanics was based on the approach developed by Kachanov and later extended to form a field called Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM). The reader is referred to Kachanov (1986) for an updated account and to Krajcinovic (1984) for a review of CDM; see also Krajcinovic and Lemaitre (1987) . New advancements in CDM consisted generically in exploration of damage variables other than scalar ones and formulation of the kinetic equations of the internal variables in accord with the thermodynamics of deterministic continuous media. Indeed, all the mainstream CDM research has been deterministic: no account of the probabilistic nature of damage evolution and response characteristics has been made.
Even a brief account of damage analyses would not be complete without a mention of a body of research based on the statistical ideas of Weibull (1938) . In contradistinction to CDM these works carry very little connection with the microstructural details of the damage processes. The difficulty is that damage in the material body is a field problem while the classical stochastic processes, which these models typically use, are parametrized by either a time or a single space coordinate. Thus, such models provide no hope of grasping the random evolution of damage, especially pervasive damage, in four-dimensional (4-D) space-time. A note should be made here of the work by Murzewski (1957 Murzewski ( , 1970 Murzewski ( , 1976 in which a probabilistic measure of material reliability accounting for plastification and decohesion at the microscale was introduced.
Finally, there exists a category of models which account for various microstructural changes in polycrystalline solids; see Cocks and Leckie (1987) for a modem review. These models are developed in a deterministic form, and hence they do not explain the random character of damage evolution, fractal morphology of fracture surfaces, and size effects. It is the development of a mesomechanics-type damage model (see Haritos et al, 1987) , free of the above-mentioned shortcomings, that will be reported here.
GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE
In this paper we consider a class of microstructures representable by planar, simple and finite graphs G(V, E). Here V is the set of vertices fixed at the centers of mass (or some other principal points) of all the grains a, p\ y, ... and E is the set of edges (a(5), (ay), ... connecting the interacting pairs of grains. Clearly, the geometry of all the grains is given by a graph G = G(V , E ) dual to G(V, E), where the duality means a one-toone correspondence of the edges of both graphs. Graph G' should be chosen in such a way as to represent a natural tessellation of the x lt x 2 -space by the grain boundaries into separate grains. While general cases of such a graph representation of a microstructure were shown in Fig. 1 of Ostoja-Starzewski (1987) and Fig. la) of Ostoja-Starzewski (1989a) , here we present a specific choice of G and G. Thus in Fig. la) we give an example of G being a Delaunay network, and in Fig. lb) we show the corresponding graph G of a Voronoi tessellation. We note that interesting studies have been conducted in fields related to applied mechanicsespecially materials science -on various geometric models of microstructures, see for example Frost and Thompson (1987) .
A graph-type setting for a theoretical model has a number of advantages. In the first place, we now have a very clear basis for a definition of geometrical and/or physical randomness in the material microstructure. This is most clearly demonstrated by the case of a G(V, E) microstructure made up of a truss of linearly elastic two-force members (0$), (ay), ... connected by joints
HG. 1. Graph representation of the microstructurc; a) the Delaunay network G; b) the Voronoi tessellation G ; c) distribution Z = Z(G)) of damaged edges (Zj edges not shown) of E -partial damage; d) macro-damage; (Jj and OJJ are two principal stresses.
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MECHANICS PAN-AMERICA 1989 Appl Mech Rev 1989 Supplement a, P, y, Recent studies due to Ostoja-Starzewski and Wang (1989a, b) investigate the continuum approximations 0 = C(x, co, S)E (2.1) of various such microstructures whereby the geometry is generated from the planar Voronoi tessellations, such as shown in Fig. lb) . In (2.1) a is the (externally applied) Cauchy stress tensor 1 , e is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and C is an effective stiffness tensor of an approximating representativeTvolume element AV (i.e. scale of the continuum approximation), centered at x and characterized by the parameter 8 = L/d, in which L = (AV) 1/2 or (AV) 1/3 , and d is the average grain size of the microstructure; the choice of L depends on whether the model is 2-D or 3-D. The argument co in (2.1) signifies the actual realization of the microstructure in a given AV, that is, the actual realization of the microstructure's geometry and physical properties of all the edges.
In view of the foregoing discussion, co stands for an element of the sample space Q, and by a random medium B = (B(co); co 6 Q,} we understand a family of deterministic media (i.e. specimens) each denoted by B(co). It is the scatter in response of all the specimens B(co) of the given family that is the reason for a stochastic model formulation.
Damage is defined as an elastic-inelastic transition in the microstructure. More precisely, damage is a microscale phenomenon, which in the present model is assumed to take place in the grain boundaries only, that is on the graph G . Since failure of any grain boundary e e E' is a random phenomenon, we introduce a random variable Z describing the state of e fzi if e is elastic, i.e. if e f(o, co) < 0 Z(co, e) = < = (2.2) I z 2 if e is inelastic (damaged), i.e. if "f(q, co) > 0 in which c f is the failure condition of e. It follows that the damage states of B are described 2 by a binary random field Z on E Z : QxE' -» {zj, z 2 } (2.
3)
The damage state space Z is the set {zi, z 2 } E , and hence z = Z (co) is a single realization of damage on E , or, equivalently, a damage state of a single material specimen B(z). From now on we will denote an arbitrarily damaged material specimen by B(z), and use 5 to represent a family (B(z); zeZ).
This formulation agrees with the physical picture: fluctuations of elastic moduli together with fluctuations of strengths and toughnesses, all modeled by the (a-dependence, are the cause of scatter in response of macroscopic specimens subjected to exactly same loading histories. The fact that scale dependence in material's response is an additional effect of the microstructure's randomness will be shown with the help of a random field setting in the next section.
For the sake of rigor, we assume O to be endowed with a aalgebra F a and a probability measure W. On the other hand, Z has a 0-algebra F (of all possible subsets of Z), so that a triplet (Z, F, P) can be constructed. We require P to satisfy the so-called positivity condition
We regard all realizations Z(co) on the set E as mutually exclusive and exhaustive random events. Now suppose that Ej is some subset of E' with | E t | elements, and consider some fixed realization of damage on Ej, say z^Ej). There will be 2 damage realizations z(E) which agree with z 0 (Ej) on Ej. The consistency with the laws of probability demands that
where the summation on the right is over the 2 ' damage realizations just mentioned. We observe that it follows now from (2.4) that P{z(E!)}>0 (2.6) for any particular damage realization of any given subset Ej. The rest of this paper is taken up with characterization of probability P and establishing the implications of this very detailed description of damage phenomena for a thermomechanical theory. Ostoja-Starzewski (1987 , 1989a As discussed by Ostoja-Starzewski (1989a) , any spatial realization of the field of damage z on E can be characterized in terms of sets C lt C 2 , ... of connected inelastic (damaged) edges; these sets are called hereinafter clusters. Formation of clusters occurs as a cooperative field phenomenon on E' and it represents the main process of interest to us, namely, the pervasive percolation of damage. As long as there is no percolation of inelastic edges through the body B(z) it remains in a state of partial-damage, see Fig. lc) . We choose here a spatially-homogeneous macroscopic stress field 0 as a driving factor; other and more general choices than O are currently being investigated. For a high enough 0 percolation of damage takes place as shown in Fig. Id) . Denoting by C B a cluster spanning the entire body B = B(z) we state that does not if C B exist, does partial-damage then B(z) is in a state of (3.2) macro-damage Considering that the phenomenon is stochastic -each specimen B of B has, in general, a different realization z on the edge set E' -it follows that the occurrence of C B has to be specified in terms of the so-called percolation probability P(C B ) as follows I 0 if B is in a state of partial-damage problem of determination of S is reduced to the problem of percolation of inelastic edges on E , Crucial to the solution for Pjj(C B ), and hence for S, is finding the probability of an edge e e E becoming inelastic. This probability depends on: -damage states on the set e = E -{e}, -stress 0 at e, -failure condition e f at e, -orientation "n of edge e in X[, x 2 -plane, -set of orientations c {n} of all other edges in E -.
PERCOLATION OF DAMAGE AND SIZE EFFECTS
Noting that O is a function of a, we write this in terms of conditional probabilities P 5 {z(e)|z(e)} S (3.4) P{Z(co, e) = z(e)|Z(co, e) = z(e), rj, c f, c n, e {n}} where, for simplicity of notation, we suppress °f , °n, and ° {n} on the left-hand side.
There are two generic cases of damage percolation phenomena -correlated and uncorrelated -contingent on whether the occurrence of damage events at the microscale Zi (e) -» ZjCe) (3.5) does or does not depend on the states of edges in the set e. We consider first the simpler case of uncorrelated percolation, whereby (3.4) simplifies to P 5 {z(e)|z(e)}=P 5 {z(e)} (3.6)
This case applies to certain classes of heterogeneous solids undergoing elastic-plastic transitions (i.e. damage = plasticity).
The problem of determination of damage evolution is now largely reduced to the percolation problem, that is to a determination of Pjj(C B ) for a given P;;{z(e)}. We discuss this problem first, and then proceed to analyze its implications for damage phenomena.
Following standard results of percolation theory (Stauffer, 1985) we show in Fig. 2a ) a unit square diagram relating the two above mentioned probabilities. Ps(C B ) is a function of the microscale event's probability P5(z(e)} and also a function of 8. For 8=1, Ps(C B ) = P;j{z(e)} and hence we have a straight line. For 8 increasing, P%(C B ) becomes an ever-steeper S-shaped curve. For 8 = oo, Pj(C B ) becomes a step-function with a transition at a critical value p c of Pg{z(e)}; p c is called a critical probability. Following are the important conclusions for our model: i) for any 8 < °°, there is a scatter in the values p of P5(z(e)j for which Ps(C B ) becomes positive, this scatter disappears for 8 = •», ii) the ensemble average over the values p for any 3 < <» is, in general, different from p c .
Returning to damage phenomena, we note first that the transition in the Po(C B ) curves corresponds to failure (or macrodamage) of specimens. Point i) above implies that there is an inverse relationship between the scatter of strength for specimens and their size. Point ii) implies that the average strength depends on the specimen size.
These conclusions were illustrated in terms of failure surfaces for a hierarchy of scales of material specimens in Fig. 4 of Ostoja-Starzewski (1989a) . Also in that reference we obtained explicit formulas for determination of the effective failure surface for specimens of infinite size. Numerical results were given for the
FIG. 2. Size effects; a) dependence of the percolation probability P 0 (C g ) on the probability P a {z(e) } and 6; b) dependence of the reliability on the macroscopic stress <J and specimen size 5.
case of uniform tension and compression for three types of lattices: honeycomb, square, and triangular. Since other than uniform states of stress correspond to an anisotropic uncorrelated percolation problem, the solution will, for a square lattice, rely on the wellknown result (see e.g. Kesten, 1982 )
where pj, and p v are the probabilities of horizontal and vertical (3.5)-type events, respectively. Similar formulas relating events occurring on three differently oriented edges will have to be used for triangular and honeycomb lattices. In fact, by analogy to statistical lattice physics, the solution for a honeycomb lattice is expected to provide a very good approximation for a spatially irregular lattice. It is interesting to make a comparison here to the Weibulltype statistics of strength. Weibull defined the survival probability P 8 (V 0 ) as the fraction of identical samples, each of volume V OJ which survive loading to a tensile (macroscopic) stress 0. Calling the survival probability a reliability R, in our setting we have
When plotting the reliability R(0, 8) in Fig. 2b ) we recall from Section 2 that Z is parametrized by CO. This in turn implies the dependence of microscale events on a (see (3.4)), and hence 0 becomes an argument in R(o, 8). If we recall that Weibull proposed
where 0 O and m are material constants we realize that the percolation theory approach provides an explanation of this dependence. Of the two constants m is more interesting: as is well known, the greater m, the smaller the scatter in material strength. This agrees with the micromechanical model for, the greater the steepness of a curve in Fig. 2a) , the smaller the degree of randomness of the material microstructure. Thus, in the limiting case of no randomness, all the edges of set E become damaged {z l -> z 2 transition) once the critical stress level 0 O is reached. The volume dependence of P S (V 0 ) in Weibull-type models is typically based on the following thesis (Ashby and Hunkin, 1987) : "given the probability P,(V 0 ), the probability of a batch of n samples each of volume V 0 surviving the stress 0 is {P s (V 0 )} n , that is Returning to our micromechanical model we observe that (3.10), and hence (3.11), is not correct -consider Fig. lc) . In fact, the volume (or size) dependence of the reliability is obtained in terms of 8 and is represented by two curves, one for 8 < <*> and another for 8 = <», in Fig. 2b ) in full agreement with the percolation model of Fig. 2a ). The point is that Weibull's assumption (3.10) expresses independence of events in subvolumes, which, as a weakest link approach, is applicable to 1-D models. Further results in the area of strength-size effects will be closely related to recent studies of random network models conducted from the standpoint of applied probability or statistical physics, see Phoenix and Smith (1989) .
FRACTALS AND THE MULTIFRACTAL MODEL
It follows by the results of percolation theory (see e.g. Stauffer, 1985, and Kesten, 1987) Clearly for D = 1 we would observe damage in the form of conventional Euclidean curves, while for D = 2 we would observe entirely plane-filling shapes. The critical point p c of an infinitely large body, i.e. point of onset of macro-damage, is characterized by a single value of D : 1 < D < 2. This value of D depends on the actual geometry of E, that is: irregular or regular (honeycomb, square, triangular).
The fact that damage geometry has scaling properties indicates that the energy associated with the damage process may depend on the scale too. Indeed, it was recently noted by Williford (1985 and 1988a) , that the fracture energies E, and hence the J integrals on the macroscopic scale or the interatomic potentials on the crystal lattice scale, depend on the scale / of measurement as
where D is the fractal dimension of the damage process or damage process dimension, and c is a material constant. We note that D in (4.2) is equal under certain conditions to D in (4.1), since the energy E is dissipated exactly on the set of damaged edges of total length L,. At this stage it is convenient to introduce a refinement of damage states z, initially defined in (2.2), as follows: so that z e Z = {ZL Z 2 , Z 3 } E . Clearly, the mechanical states of the body B are now described by a ternary random field Z on E . Z = z 3 will signify the formation of microcracks in the grain boundaries, and their clusters will represent cracks of all scales (possible within this formulation) forming in the body domain.
Let C B denote now the cluster of linked-up cracks. In fact C B is a profile of a fracture surface observed after the failure has occurred. In order to characterize C B we introduce a surface roughness R and relate it to the scale / of measurement by
where D s is the fracture surface dimension. A crack in our 2-D model of a solid body will be characterized by D s between 1 and 2. The case of D 8 = 1 corresponds to a crack of a perfectly "Euclidean" shape (e.g. straight line) such as would occur in an idealized deterministic homogeneous medium. The case of 1 < D s < 2 corresponds to a partially plane-filling crack, and, finally, D, = 2 corresponds to a fully plane-filling crack representing a total destruction of the entire material microstructure.
A number of measurements conducted by the materials scientists in recent years (see e.g. Mandelbrot et al, 1984, and Underwood and Banerji, 1986) microstructure.
The two fractal dimensions D s and D do not, in general, coincide. They actually take values from ranges of spectra because various types of microdamage events occur simultaneously to result in the total fracture. Experimental results in support of this statement were obtained in the form of a multifractal pattern of data (Williford, 1988b) , where multifractal refers to a distribution of the measure of a process that occurs as a fractal object. As pointed out by Williford, an example of such a process measure is the fracture energy E, while the underlying fractal object is the material involved in the fracture event including-the fracture surface. The multifractal diagram for fracture -based on the work of Williford (1988b) -is shown in Fig. 3 . Also, in that reference a mathematical model of multifractal along the lines of work of Halsey et el (1986) , is introduced. Here we present a different formulation (OstojaStarzewski, 1989b ) which shows that our micromechanical model provides a very convenient basis for the study of multifractal patterns.
We observe from equation ( u.
energy has been dissipated on the fracture surface only. One possible realization of this surface is shown by a set of very thick edges for a single specimen B(z) in Fig. lc) . It follows immediately from this figure that, if there are any branches or separate microcracks present in the body, the inequality D s < D will hold. The case of ductile fracture is more complicated. There are two fundamental cases to consider: i) no brittle fracture events at the microscale occur, i.e. percolations Oj and n 2 only take place;
ii) brittle fracture events occur in addition to the predominant ductile fracture, i.e. all three percolations are present.
We consider case i) first. Clearly, percolation FI 2 occurs on the set generated by the percolation rij. Energy is dissipated on the set of all z 2 's and z 3 's and this gives the dimension D of relation (4.2). Since D s will correspond to the set of all z 3 's along the main crack, the inequality D s < D will hold in this case.
In case ii), the main crack is a result of the Yl 2 and n 3 percolations. Again, D s will correspond to the set of all z 3 's along the main crack, and D 8 < D. However since the FI 3 percolation represents no fracture toughness, D in this case is smaller titan in case i) considered above. Thus, point C of the multifractal diagram corresponds to case i), and point B, lying anywhere between A and C, corresponds to case ii).
We end this section with a note on scale dependence of fractal dimensions. It is well known that any mathematical fractal model of a physical system holds only in a certain range. In other words: there have to be two cutoffs: one at the microscale and another at the macroscale. In statistical physics the lower cutoff is typically given by the interatomic lattice spacing; the upper cutoff is given normally by the largest possible scale of domains where fractal characteristics are still displayed. In our problem the lower cutoff is provided by the average grain boundary length r 0 , while the upper cutoff is given by the size L of the specimen. Thus considering, say, the D s dimension we have two limiting cases of this now scale dependent quantity dlog / Takayasu's analysis of an inertial random walk on the x-axis shows that its differential fractal dimension in the x, t-plane approaches value 2 with an increasing observation (i.e. measurement) scale /, and equals 2 for //r D = °» only; r" is the same thing as a mean free path. Furthermore, it is shown in that reference that the classical diffusion equation governing the probability p(x, t) of finding the particle at position x and time t should be replaced by a telegraph equation
r D dt d\ In (4.8) C is a constant equal to 2D/r 0 , where D is the classical diffusion constant.
Returning to the crack profile we observe that the telegraph equation rather titan the diffusion equation should be used as a descriptive model of the profile, although, in view of the fact that D,^ is typically between 1.1 and 1.5, a special laterally restricted random walk is at work here. We must stress here the adjective "descriptive" since any attempt to construct a stochastic model of motion of a crack tip as a random walk in plane on the basis of fracture mechanics leads to a conclusion that the Markov property does not directly apply. Indeed, the state vector would have to account for the entire crack path to ensure this property rigorously. At the same time, the existence of a lower cutoff -due to the presence of a microscale r 0 in the material -implies that stochastic processes with nowhere differentiable trajectories cannot be used to model cracks unless specimen size L is much greater than r D . At this point a reference is made to an interesting work by Chudnovsky and Kunin (1987) .
ROLE OF ENTROPY OF DISORDER IN THERMOMECHANICS OF DAMAGE
Three possible percolations defined in (4.5) are, in general, governed by the conditional probability (3.4). In case the lengthscale of stress concentrations is on the order of the grain size this probability will simplify to P 5 {z(e)|z(e)}=P 5 {z(e)|z(N c )} VeeE ' (5.1) where N e is the set of nearest neighbors of edge e. This defines the so-called Markov property, which means that the probability of the given event at e depends only upon the events at the immediate neighbors of e, and not also upon the events at remoter edges. Thus, in some sense, edges do not interact unless they meet at a common vertex of the set V . We have recently established that intergranular microcracking phenomena in a thin oxide layer (specifically A1 2 0 3 ) on an aluminum substrate can be modelled with this type of a random field (Bowman, 1989) .
Relation (5.1) together with the positivity condition (2.4) define Z as a Markov random field on E . A simple choice for the probability measure P5 would be
In that case all damage states are equally likely, the Markov property is satisfied trivially, and thus there is complete independence in occurrence of damage on E . Aside from the fact that many of the damage states would have according to (5.2) unrealistically high probabilities, there is need to come up with non-trivial solutions exhibiting dependence. The way to construct such solutions is with the help of nearest neighbor Gibbs measures known from statistical physics. In order to introduce a nearest neighbor Gibbs measure we first define a potential V on the states z. Thus V is an assignment of a real number V(z(C)) to every damage state z(C), C c E . We require V(z(0)) = 0; 0 -empty set. Given a potential, we can define energy, in the informational sense, of a state z on the entire set E
W defined by (5.3) induces a Gibbs probability measure on the space (Z, F) In this case we say that P^ is the nearest neighbor Gibbs measure, and the state space Z is a Gibbs ensemble. The restriction to nearest neighbors in both (5.1) and (5.7) indicates that there may be a close correspondence between both random fields thus defined. In fact, it is a fundamental result of random field theory, proved some twenty years ago, that the Markov random fields and Gibbs enembles are the same (see Preston, 1974, and Kindermann and Snell, 1980) . In our setting this implies that Pg with the restriction (5.1) is same as Pg with the condition (5.7). Accordingly, we work with a triplet (Z, F, P").
The energy of z governed by a nearest neighbor Gibbs potential can be written according to (5.3) as
It follows from (5.6) that the informational entropy, or entropy of disorder, of field Z on E' is s i=~ X Si(z)P 5 (z) = <W>+lnY (5.9)
Calling the function F = -In Y the informational free energy, we Thus, the Gibbs measure minimizes free energy F, and hence maximizes uncertainty as measured by entropy, among all probability measures having the same expected value for the energy asP 5 .
In the above development we used the adjective "informational". This was deliberate since no connection has yet been made to the physics of damage processes. The term "potential", however, reflects some basic connection to physics. We observe that the usefulness of potentials in physics hinges on the property of additivity of energy: the total energy is the sum of terms due to all the interacting parts of the system. It is no doubt expected that if we turn to the tliermomechanical picture of damage this additivity property will show up, and then a connection will eventually be made with the informational formulation concerning solely the geometry of damage.
Let us consider a body B(z) in a state of damage z = Z(co) with the possible damage states defined by (4.3). The total (physical) internal energy U(z) in the body is
where U £ *(z) is the total elastic strain energy, identical with the (Helmholtz) free energy Y(z), while U'(z) is the total inelastic energy dissipated in formation of z 2 -and z 3 -type edges. Thus, in more detail
c E E' e e E and U'(z) = U' 2 (z) + U' 3 (z) (5.13)
Clearly, if z(e) = z 3 , then U £ (z(e)) = 0 unless e is subjected to compression or shear.
A Zj -> z 2 transition -i.e. plastification of a grain boundaryas well as a Zj -> z 3 transition -brittle cracking -and a^-^Zj transition -ductile cracking -will all contribute to the dissipation of energy so that Ui(z) = X. U' 2 (z(e)) + £ . U' 2 (z(C 2 )) + X _ U' 2 (z(C 3 )) (5.14) U 3 ( Z ) = °X U 3 (z(e))+ £ U 3 (z(C 3 ))+ £ U' 3 (z(C 3 )) (5.15) e e E' C,cB' Q c E'
The second and third terms in (5.14) and (5.15) represent the effects of interaction between contiguous grain boundaries during the plastification and decohesion of the microstructure. By setting these two terms in (5.14) equal to zero we describe the special case of an uncorrelated percolation of plastic edges, while the same situation in (5.15) would correspond to an uncorrelated percolation of broken edges. For any specimen B(z) the dissipation of energy takes place exactly 3 on the set of z 2 -and z 3 -type edges. Hence we have the proportionality relation U'(z)~W(z) (5.16) which corrects the tentative formulation (equation (40)) in OstojaStarzewski (1989a) . Clearly U'(z) corresponds to E of (4.2). Denoting by t) an average elastic strain energy < U £ (z(e)) > per edge e at the elastic-plastic transition we can write (5.13), taking into account (5.14) and (5.15), as
Any of the U ; (z(°)) terms in the above is a sum of U 2 (z(')) and U' 3 (z(')). It follows that
The above provides the basis for a proper interpretation and calculation of all the Gibbs potentials. Since for any specimen B(z) we have the relation
it follows that the physical entropy S(z) can be related to the uncertainty of state z, according to (5.6), as
in which T is the absolute temperature. Evidently, t)/T is a material constant analogous to the Boltzmann constant of stistical mechanics of atomic systems. The free energy of B(z) is calculated, by definition, as
Now, if we turn to ensemble averaging over the damage state space Z we will find the physical entropy from (5.9) and (5. We end this section with a note that the attractive (Markovian) effect in the spread of damage results in a smaller amount of dissipated energy needed for the macro-damage than in the uncorrelated percolation (compare (3.4) and (5.1)), and thus, effectively, in a shift of p c in Fig. 2a) to the left.
DERIVATION OF STOCHASTIC CONSTITUTIVE LAWS
In this section we outline the derivation of constitutive laws in a continuum approximation of the random medium B. As a basic unified framework for this derivation we adopt Ziegler's approach (Ziegler, 1983, and Ziegler and Wehrli, 1987) . As is well known, this approach is based on two functions: the free energy and the rate of entropy production (or dissipation function). It is exactly because of the direct link between the entropy and the state of damage of any specimen -derived in the previous section -that this avenue seems most advantageous. Additionally, we note that the free energy is connected to the actual state of damage, too.
The relations derived in Section 5 hold for an arbitrary size 8 of any specimen B(z). Thus, for example, where (r) and (i) indicate a reversible and an irreversible contribution, respectively, to the total entropy rate. *F is also a function of kinematical parameters a -strains e and internal parameters a -and temperature T. The reversible entropy rate S = Q/T, and, hence, the rate of change of S(z, 6) in (6.2) plays the role of S . Therefore, the dissipation function <t > of a stochastic continuum model is related to the entropy production in a discrete system for isothermal processes, as follows
<& is also, in general, a function of T, T, a, and a; a is a vector of velocities -e (strain rates), a (rates of internal parameters), and q (heat flux). ~ At this stage it is convenient to introduce specific quantitiesspecific free energy \j/ and specific dissipation function ( j > -as quantities defined per mass M of the volume V of a body B(z) of size 8 (observe the analogy to (2.1))
The stress tensor 0 is divided into its quasiconservative and dissipative parts The dissipative force X = (q (d) , ^< d >,gf, -VT/T) and velocity v =(£, a p ,a c , q). In keeping with the Ziegler's approach, cons5tutive~laws for the irreversible response range can now be derived from the orthogonality condition applied to every B(z), see (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1989c) . We have two ways to proceed: i) assume v to be prescribed (i.e. controllable, see Weiner, 1983) for the random medium B = (B(z): z 6 Z}, ii) assume X to be prescribed for the same random medium.
In the following we demonstrate the derivation of constitutive laws for case i). However, on account of duality between the velocity space and the space of dissipative forces, the results derived will apply to caseti), provided ( [ > depends on v alone. Thus, v is prescribed and the orthogonality condition is used in the velocity space to yield Thus, a principle of maximal dissipation rate or, equivalently, a principle of maximal rate of entropy production reads: Provided the dissipative force < X(z, 8) > is prescribed, the actual velocity v maximizes the rate of entropy production s subject to the side condition
The corresponding variational formulation of the extremum problem is given by
in which ( X is a Lagrangian multiplier. Another extremum principle of deterministic thermomechanics (Ziegler, 1983 ) is now generalized -also in case of v being prescribed -to a principle of least dissipative force: Provided the value (j) 0 of the dissipation function and the direction n of the dissipative force < X > are prescribed, the actual velocity v minimizes the magnitude of < X > subject to the condition This is clearly equivalent to the orthogonality condition < X(z, 5) > = -V < <J>(z, 8) > (6.25) for random homogeneous functions <j > -a simple result, applicable not only to damage phenomena, on which to end.
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The micromechanical approach elaborated in this paper has a number of advantages due to the presence of two scales in the model -the characteristic size d of the microstructure and the size L of specimen -both of these being jointly modeled by the parameter 8 = L/d. In the following we list the principal results: i) due to the randomness (physical and geometrical) of the microstructure there is a spatial mhomogeneity -described in terms of a random field Z on E -in the distribution of damage in the material domain;
ii) near and at the point of transition from partial -to macrodamage, field Z is highly inhomogeneous which explains scatter in strength for any finite 5;
iii) the percolation theory approach supports the functional form of Weibull-type statistics except for the volume dependence; iv) the percolation theory approach brings out the fractal character of damage phenomena; v) a range of failure modes -from brittle to ductile fracturecan be modeled by a multifractal; vi) damage states governed by both uncorrelated and correlated percolations can be described by Gibbs probability measures; vii) the information theoretic picture of the scatter in geometry of damage is connected to the thermodynamic picture; viii) constitutive laws in a continuum approximation can be derived using a thermodynamic orthogonality formalism generalized to a random medium setting.
This paper presents a new approach to damage phenomena in materials with random microscale effects. The approach is still very new and some formulations may be modified in the course of progressing research. Also, various directions of research that were only introduced here should be investigated in depth. We mention briefly the following future goals of primary importance: i) extending the present planar graph-based random field to three dimensions plus time; this is necessary for a full application of eq. (6.4) as well as for making a connection with the stochastic macroscopic models of damage accumulation such as the ones due to Bogdanoff and Kozin (1985) ;
ii) finding solutions to uncorrelated and correlated percolations in order to derive stochastic constitutive laws, and particularly, stochastic failure criteria;
iii) investigating the role of fractal dimensions as damage indicators, and their connection to failure critera; iv) conducting experiments which correlate microstructural characteristics to the effective specimen response in order to calibrate and verify the stochastic models; for example, existing data on the properties of Ai 2 0 3 crystals and bicrystals can be used as input of damage evolution in a layer of aluminum oxide on an aluminum substrate; as discussed in Ostoja-Starzewski (1989a), many other engineering materials are decidedly 2-D in nature and thus their microscale characteristics can conveniently be represented by the graph G with an objective of developing mesomechanics-type damage models.
A research program focusing on the above theoretical and experimental goals is in progress.
